Number of meals shared to date (as of February 28th, 2013):

19,685,529 Meals

North America & Europe

Top) TFT International staff and current Board members welcome new additions to the Board. New members draw from experience as founders and CEOs of successful companies in the education, health, technology and consumer product industries. 1) TFT members man a booth at a charity event in San Diego, California. 2) TFT American University members pose with the signature “T” at their regular meeting at a TFT partner restaurant in D.C. 3) TFT meals were served at an event at the World Economic Forum’s New York office with food catered by Neuman’s Kitchen. 4) Martin, a university student from Spain, visited TFT’s San Francisco Chapter to learn more about TFT. He is currently trying to expand TFT at bars and restaurants on his college campus. 5) TFT France was again represented at this year’s HEC Sustainable Business Conference in Paris.

6) TFT signed an MOU with WHONEED (a catering company) and SK, one of the largest corporations in Korea. Grace Kim, Liji Cho, and Yeki Oh from TFT Korea are pictured at the signing. 7) TFT was awarded the grand prize for fundraising in Japan, which is awarded to organizations that touched the most hearts with their fundraising campaigns. 8) Allan, a TFT supporter in Uganda, sends us a picture from the Nyakamuri Primary School in the Millennium Villages of Ruhiira. Here, children prepare the school garden for vegetables that supplement the school meal program.

“A when you dine at TABLE FOR TWO, you never dine alone.”

A Message From TABLE FOR TWO
Executive Director Masa Kogure

As TABLE FOR TWO expands globally, we have been recognized for our innovation, engagement of partners, and impact in East Africa.

TFT received the grand prize for fundraising in Japan and will be nominated for the Global Award in Fundraising in October. TFT will also be recognized in other countries and regions in the coming months.

We wouldn’t be here today without our countless supporters. We have a long way to go, but a big THANK YOU to each and every one of you.